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November 21, 2016

To the Residents of Arlington,

I am very grateful to the Vision 2020 Diversity Task Group for all the
work they have done for our Town, and I appreciate the opportunity to
share some thoughts on the important work of making Arlington a
welcoming community for people of all backgrounds and walks of life.
These have been trying times for those of us who value civil dialogue and
peaceful coexistence between our brothers and sisters of all colors,
religions, races, ethnicities, national origins, sexual orientations, and
gender identities. The acerbic tone of recent debates in our country has
often left us with a sense of talking through -- rather than with -- one
another.
Arlington has not been unscathed.
In the past year alone, we have seen: the defacing of a private home with
swastikas; hateful graffiti in our schools; the destruction of “Black Lives
Matter” banners at churches; and the Confederate flag flying in our town.
This last degradation is a particular insult to Arlington, which adopted its
name a mere two years after the Civil War to honor the final resting place
of brave Union soldiers whose actions led to the liberation of an enslaved
people.
As always, our Town -- through the leadership of the Diversity Task
Group and others -- has found ways to rise above the discord and to renew
our hope.
Over the past years, the DTG worked with the Arlington Police
Department, faith and human services groups, and other organizations to
hold forums on unconscious bias and the role of race in our criminal
justice system, filling Town Hall to capacity. A group of innovative art
teachers at the middle school led an ambitious project to put the diversity
of the Ottoson on very public display with a giant assemblage of photos
of individual students covering the outside walls of the building. Our
annual Martin Luther King Day event celebrated Arlington’s role as one
of the first METCO communities. The Arlington International Film

Festival returned to town with independent works looking at the debate
over the Confederate battle flag and other human rights topics. And -even as other parts of the country sought to curtail transgender rights -Arlington stood tall, with Town Meeting unanimously approving a
Human Rights Commission proposal to prohibit many forms of
discrimination on the basis of sex or gender identity or expression.
We have accomplished much, but there is always much more we can do.
In these days of uncertainty, it is extremely important that we reassure all
of our neighbors who might fear a future of hate that we stand with them.
We must encourage those voices that we hear the least to join us in the
public square, where -- hand-in-hand -- we can work together for an ever
better Arlington.
With deepest regards,

JOSEPH A. CURRO, JR.
Selectman, Town of Arlington  
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Thank you to the following local organizations for their continuous support in 2015-2016:
Arlington Board of Selectmen
Arlington Commission on Disability
Arlington Council on Aging;
Arlington Human Rights Commission
Arlington International Film Festival
Arlington Police Department
Arlington Public Schools
Arlington Youth Counseling Center
Arlington Youth Health & Safety Coalition
Belmont Against Racism
Calvary Church United Methodist
Center for Jewish Life Arlington-Belmont
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
The First Church in Belmont
Unitarian Universalist Social Action Committee
First Parish Unitarian Universalist of Arlington
Highrock Covenant Church
Housing Corporation of Arlington
ManKind Project of New England
Martin Luther King, Jr., Birthday Observance Committee
Mystic LGBTQ + Youth Support Network
Park Avenue Congregational Church, UCC
Robbins Library
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha’is in Arlington
St. Agnes Parish
St. Eulalia Parish
St. John’s Episcopal Church

I NTRODUCTION
The 2015-2016 annual report outlines the major activities and accomplishments of the
Vision 2020 Arlington Diversity Task Group (DTG) from July 1, 2015 through June 30,
2016. During this time, we were alerted by the increasing number of reports on hateful
graffiti in town, bias toward youths from minority groups, and concerns about individuals
stereotyped because of drug use.

To address these issues, DTG presented a series of events in partnership with local
organizations on bias, stigmas and stereotypes using improv play-back of shared stories,
interactive lecture, art, in-character interaction, and role-play. We were able to reach
attendees on many levels from intellectual understanding to emotional and visceral
awareness.

In 2015, DTG also found a voice online. We created
a website, arlingtonmadtg.org, to coordinate information
and reach out to the community. Our blog rapidly became
a platform where individuals shared opinion on issues
related to diversity. Our presence on social media
combined with our traditional community outreach - word
of mouth, posters and flyers, and business cards - helped
us promote upcoming programs, reach out to a new
U NCONSCIOUS  B I AS ,    A RLINGTON  
T OWN   H A LL ,    A PRI L   2016

audience, and amplify our message: fostering awareness,
community, and action, and creating safe spaces where all

voices are welcome.
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P ARTNERSHIPS AND C O -S PONSORS
Creating and maintaining relationships with partners and co-sponsors is an
important part of DTG’s work. In 2015-2016, DTG partnered with more town
organizations than in prior years and in many occasions was approached to co-sponsor
events.

26 town organizations, faith communities,
and neighboring town organizations sponsored our
April 7 “A Look at Unconscious Bias” at Town
Hall. They either provided volunteers to assist with
managing food tables, greeting attendees, setting up
and cleaning up or supported us with publicity. 19 of
them also sponsored the “Stereotypes” photography
exhibit and 6 of them sponsored 4 different DTG
events.

The Arlington Center for the Arts made it possible for us to bring the “Stereotypes”
photography exhibit to town by hosting the event in their gallery. ACMi assisted us
throughout the year by providing news stories, publicity, and technical support for several
of our events. Arlington International Film Festival publicized our events on their website
and expanded our outreach. Robbins Library provided its Community Room and set-up
assistance for several of our programs, and we participated with the Library in activities
related to Arlington Reads Together. We co-sponsored the Council on Aging’s “Healthy
Aging Panel,” publicizing the event to our members and friends in neighboring towns. A
partnership with True Story Theater improv troupe via their Living Brochures Project,
funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts, allowed DTG to offer four events
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we might not otherwise have been able to provide. Foodlink provided snacks and sweet
treats for two of our programs.

In addition to these event-related partnerships, DTG is strengthening relationships
with Town commissions such as Human Rights and Disability to work on issues of
mutual concern. DTG is forging a partnership with Belmont Against Racism to share
information about events and strategies that address issues of race, bias, and incivility.
Our partnerships expand and deepen our awareness, sense of community, and action.

E VENTS
“Stories of Stigma” – January 9, 2016 and May 10, 2016

This highly successful program served 50 participants in a very
moving evening of personal stories about feeling stigmatized or
realizing one had stigmatized someone, played-back by True Story
Theater. The improv play-back included movement, dialog, and
sounds. Attendees’ written comments about their relationship to the
topic and what they learned from the dramatized stories was used to
create a blog for the DTG website and an article for the Arlington
S TORI ES  OF    S TIGMA ,   
J A NUA RY   9,    2016

Advocate about what it feels like to be stigmatized. Prior to the
event on May 10, DTG invited an Arlington Human Rights

Commission (AHRC) representative to speak briefly about the purpose of AHRC and its
role in filing complaints for residents who have experienced bias or harassment. 30
people attended the May program.
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“Being an active bystander

” – January 11, 2016 and May 5

In January, working
with True Story Theater

Blog Excerpt: “What is like to be
Stigmatized” by Mary Harrison

members and a
Prior to the show, the audience was
asked to take a card and write on it
a brief response to “How are you
affected by Stigmas?” Here are
some of those responses which
illustrate the many ways we can be
stigmatized.

facilitator, 17 DTG and
partner organization
participants learned
techniques for speaking
up/intervening in incidents involving
bullying, stereotyping, or abuse. The purpose

•

for this program was for DTG/partners to
experience the workshop, gain skills, and

•

decide whether to offer the workshop to the
public. DTG did schedule repeats of the
“Stigmas” and “Bystander” programs for late

•

spring. [link: flyer]
•
In May, True Story Theater and
facilitator Maureen Scully of U Mass Boston

When I was in high school and I
did my absolute best, they made
fun of me.
Divorce causes stigma. Those
who do not follow the crowd,
especially during the school
years, can be stigmatized.
I was a 21-year-old sailor in
uniform in Logan Airport
(1968) and spit at!
My experience with stigma
involves feeling it – as a
lesbian, as a first gen American,
other ways
Read More
Stories on
our Blog

provided an opportunity for about 50
participants to learn and role play techniques
  

for speaking up in situations where they

might witness violence or mistreatment. The improv troupe reflected back to the audience
some of their stories of fears and difficulties about speaking up as well as stories of
successful interventions. Arlington Center for the Arts provided the space for this event;
six organizations co-sponsored it. We used feedback information from the session to
create a story published in the Arlington Advocate and prepared two blogs for our
website. The purpose if the Advocate story was to share intervention techniques the
participants found helpful. [link: flyer, blogs]
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“Stereotypes: A Conscious Look at Race, Faith, Gender, and Sexual Identity” – March 7 to
April 15, 2016

This photography exhibit by Kevin Briggs included 15
photographs of individuals in categories of race, faith, gender, and
sexual identity, with words used to stereotype each category projected
onto the photos. Comments from the subjects briefly and powerfully
captured their reasons for participating in Briggs’ project.
Arlington Center for the Arts hosted the exhibit, hanging the
photos, providing major publicity, and providing a reception. On
weekdays during ACA’s open hours, people visited the show; on
Saturdays, March 12 and April 2, the gallery was open from 1 to 4 p.m.
The six-week event included a reception/ artist talk on March 31 and an artist talk on
April 2, each talk attended by at least 50 people.
A Leslie Ellis School class visited the show as did Melanie Konstandakis’ “Race,
Society, Identity” class from Arlington High School. Michael Mahin of ACA wrote a
blog about the latter visit, capturing some comments from the students.
Exhibit attendees were asked to fill out a feedback card that posed eight questions
about their reaction to the show and their own level of bias. Not all attendees filled out
cards. Preliminary data indicate that for the question “On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being
the worst, please identify your overall bias/ prejudice within each of the four categories
(race, faith, gender, sexual orientation),” race was the category with most bias, and Black
African American the most cited group for highest bias.

Preparation for the event began in November 2015 as we sought a site that would
host the exhibit. In February DTG solicited 19 co-sponsors for the show and provided
outreach and publicity. We paid the hanging fee for the show, staffed the exhibit on the
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two weekend dates, and maintained frequent contact with the photographer prior to,
during and after the show.

“Stereotypes” provoked conversations in town about stereotyping and racial bias.
DTG and some partners explored how to keep the show in town longer, possibly moving
it to the high school. Insurance issues and security of the show prevented its extension.
Arlington International Film Festival (AIFF) will include a short film about
photographer Kevin Briggs and his Stereotypes exhibit in the opening session of the
AIFF this October. [link: flyer, publicity article]

“A Look at Unconscious Bias” – April 7, 2016
Attended by at least 200 people, this Town Hall event featured
Christopher Dial, a Harvard University researcher, speaking
about how all people have unconscious biases and how these
biases affect our lives and our communities.
Planning for the event began during the winter of 2015 with
scheduling the speaker, the Town Hall site, and town technicians
who would assist with
projection and other needs. In February 2016, DTG
began enlisting co-sponsors (eventually securing 26 of

Blog Excerpt: “Growing
into Consciousness” by
Yawa Degboe

them), sending out publicity via multiple channels, and
finalizing the project management plan. For this event,
some sponsors assisted DTG work teams with food
table management, greeting, set-up and clean-up as
well as outreach and publicity. DTG, through Vision

I like to think that I
don’t discriminate or
stereotype people. The
reality is that we all do.
Read more on our blog
  

2020, paid for the rental of Town Hall for the event.
After the event, DTG Chair Yawa Degboe posted a blog about unconscious bias
with links to research that showed the effects of bias in the workplace, housing, travel,
and other areas of life.
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“Meet Fannie Barrier Williams” – May 18, 2016

An in-character presentation in Robbins Library Community Room
offered 17 attendees an engaging evening with a Black woman activist who was
visiting from the early 20th century. Dressed in late 1800s fashion, she spoke
about her life, using a modern Magic Lantern to show images from her times.
While Fannie Barrier Williams experienced discrimination, she became a force
for improving women’s and Blacks’ rights. Marian Evans Melnick, who had
researched Williams’ life and times portrayed Fannie and answered audience
questions about her life. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday Observance
Committee of Arlington and Robbins Library cosponsored the event. [link:flyer,
publicity article]

“Book Discussion of Blindspot: The Hidden Biases of Good People” – June 2, 2016

About 25 people attended a discussion of the book
by Mahzarin Banaji and Anthony Greenwald. This
event, co-sponsored by First Parish Unitarian
Universalist in Arlington, was a follow-on to the April
presentation on unconscious bias.
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C O - SPONSORED E VENTS
Town Day under the Vision 2020 Tent – September, 2015

With other Vision 2020 task groups and committees, DTG participated in the
annual Town Day event. The goal for Town Day participation is outreach and solicitation
of new members. Several DTG members had created a Conversation Game to engage
passersby in brief conversations about diversity in Arlington. The game invited people to
match numbers and percents with statements about Town populations such as minorities,
Arlington High School students, people with disabilities, religious groups, veterans,
seniors, and LGBTQ. [link: game] DTG again offered its popular mandala creation
activity for children.

“Identity in Arlington and Americanah” -- March 22, 2016 with Robbins Library

DTG participated in the selection of the annual Arlington Reads Together
book Americanah by Chimamanda Adichie and in the planning for this panel,
which was one of Robbins Library Arlington Reads events. About 20 people
attended.

Blog Excerpt: “Americanah” by Brook Harrelson
Personally, I found the voice of the narrator strong, but unfriendly, and
even considered putting the book down about a quarter of the way through
it. I’m glad I didn’t. Once I became comfortable with the style, I became
engrossed and couldn’t put it down. I attribute my initial discomfort to my
personal biases. That alone was revealing.
Read more on our blog
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“LGBT Healthy Aging Panel” -- May 5, 2016 with the Council on Aging
DTG publicized this event to our members and friends and local groups that
might have an interest in the topic.

C OMMUNITY L IAISONS
Diversity Task Group representatives participate on the Superintendent’s
Diversity Advisory Committee, which is comprised of members from several Town
groups concerned with issues of diversity, and on the Response Coordination Team,
which includes leaders and members from a number of Town groups that might be called
upon in the event of hate incidents.
After several years of preparation, in May 2016
the Superintendent’s Diversity Advisory Committee
spearheaded an effort to urge the Arlington School
Committee to include cultural proficiency training in the
school system’s district goals. As a result, the goals now

Blog Excerpt: “Donald
Trump’s Cheering
Crowds Stoke Fear of a
With Hunt” by Miriam
Stein

stipulate that Arlington Public Schools administrative
staff will receive cultural proficiency training during the
2016-17 school year; a plan for training teachers and
other staff will be developed during the year. The district
goals also once again include an increase in the diversity

As the daughter of
Jewish refugees from
Nazi Germany, I
shudder at Donald

of teachers and administrators to better reflect the
diversity of town students and our increasingly multi-cultural world. DTG members
Miriam Stein and Allan Schramm were key to the success of this outcome.
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DTG W EBSITE
The DTG website, designed and created by DTG members Yawa Degboe and
Brooks Harrelson, went live in July 2015. Facebook and Twitter links followed. As a
Town entity, the DTG follows Town Communication Policy in these operations. Over the
year, the site has become a crucial coordination center for the DTG, managed by Yawa
and Brooks. We are seeking a high school intern to assist with this work.
The process of defining what the website should embody and communicate
clarified the focus of DTG on creating awareness, community, and action related to
diversity issues – through its programs and activities and via its website. The site offers
information about resources for learning about diversity and Town resources to turn to
for help with matters related to diversity. It provides publicity for DTG and partner
organizations as well as programs of interest in neighboring towns. This interconnectivity
broadens the outreach for many local and area organizations.
Through the website, members of the public may contact DTG to volunteer and to
join the listserv that notifies members of meetings and events.
Over the year, DTG significantly increased the number of blogs hosted on the
website. While some blogs pertain to programs offered by DTG, others address specific
aspects of diversity. The variety of blogs may be seen in these titles: “Regrets (Not)
engaging my friends in a conversation about Trump, “Decoding how to become an active
upstander,” “Growing into Consciousness: 3 Takeaways from Arlington DTG’s Event on
Unconscious Bias,” “Arlington Reads Americanah Discussion Groups,” “From 1970 to
2016: What Has Changed for Persons with Disabilities,” “What Can We Learn from the
All White Oscar Nominations?”, “What Is It Like to Be Stigmatized?”, “Restorative
Justice As Seen by an Arlington High School Student.”
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The Facebook page includes a variety of articles, many suggested by DTG
members.

O RGANIZATION
Bonnie Williamson stepped down as Co-Chair of DTG last Fall. In February
2016, Yawa Degboe became Co-Chair with Claire Carswell who continued in that role.
Tanya Zucconi has continued as our List-serv manager, a crucial role for our group.

In Spring 2016 DTG selected a logo for use on Vision 2020 Standing Committee
publicity. The logo appears on the Vision 2020 trifold poster and on rack cards that list
DTG events. The poster and rack cards are used at a number of Town events. We are now
using the logo on our flyers and website.
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